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AN ALCHEMICAL GHOST: THE RASARATNAKARA BY NAGARJUNA 

By DOMINIK 'vVUjASTYK* 

THE study of the history of Indian alchemy should naturally begin with a reading of the 
earliest available texts of the subject and, at the same time perhaps, a reading of the 
secondary literature for general orientation. I There arc at least seventy or eighty primary 
Sanskrit works on alchemy. Approximately one fifth of these have been printed, few 
critically edited and none completely translated.2 The main and almost only comprehensive 
secondary source for the subject is still P. C. Ray's two volume Histoy oJHindu chemisty, now 
usually read in its later revised form as The histoy oJ chemisty in ancient and mediaeval India, 

edited by P. Ray, a pupil of P. C. Ray.3 There are several useful studies scattered in the 
specialist journals, but these are often dependent on Ray's work, or unreferenced. Some 
unpublished dissertations are more original.4 P. C. Ray charted the subject for us, 
remarkably fully, and for this we must be grateful. In a pioneering work of this kind some 
shortcomings are to be expected. It is unfortunate, however, that one of these concerns the 
text which Ray emphatically places at the very beginning of the Indian alchemical tradition, 
namely the Rasaratnakara of Nagarjuna. 

Ray begins his History by arguing that an Indian alchemy involving a fairly elaborate use 
of mineral products, and not merely "herbs and simples and a few readily available products 
of the mineral kingdom,"5 began only after ca. 800 and came into its own with the rise of 
Tantra. Ater a long discourse on the rise of Ma hay ana Buddhism, its Tantric phase and the 
tales concerning Nagarjuna,6 Ray describes with scarcely suppressed ;xcitement how, 

In the course of our search for MSS. of alchemical Tantras we have come upon a 
precious ind in the shape of a Buddhist Tantra, with Nagarjuna as its reputed 
author ... The MS. in question is a mere fragment, but it is calculated to evoke all 
the zeal and enthusiasm of a Palaeontologist-of an Owen or a Marsh-in his eforts 
to restore an animal and assign to it its proper place in the economy of the laws of 
evolution, when he luckily chances upon a fossil impression of its tooth or claws. 
From this point of view Rasaratnakara, for such is the name of our MS., is of 
uncommon interest.7 

In the revised edition of Ray's work, his scattered references to Nagarj'na are gathered 
together and condensed, and the Rasaratnakara is given an even more prominent position at 
the beginning of the chapter on the Tantric period, where the earliest texts of a properly 
alchemical nature are discussed.s The work is tentatively dated to the eighth century.9 Ray 
also gives an extract from the work, with translation.lo Clearly this is the very work one 7 

should like to read irst in a study of the subject, and almost all authors who have discussed 
Indian alchemy since Ray have underlined the primacy of this text. I I 

But Nagarjuna did not write a work called the Rasaratnakara.12 

Fortunately it i possible to trace the confusion that led to Ray'S mistake. Scholars 
writing on Indian alchemy up to the present time-with the notable exception of 
Cordier-seem to have looked no further than Ray, and have based all their remarks about 

• The Well come Institute for the History of Medicine, London. 
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Nagfujuna on the very brief passages Ray quoted. It is important to stress at the outset that 
Ray was indeed quoting an alchemical text ascribed to Nagarjuna which does exist. Now 
that this text has been correctly identiied the way is clear for its proper study. 

I n brief, I shall show that the confusion arose from the conlation of three diferent texts: 
the Rasaratnlkara of Nityanatha Siddha, the Kak�apu!a of Nagarjuna Siddha and the 
Rasendramangala also of Nagarjuna Siddha. An analysis of these works, carried out almost 
entirely on the basis of the manuscripts of the irst two works held in the valuable Sanskrit 
collection of the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, will show how the confusion 
arose.13 The contents of these works are listed in full since there is no complete translation of 
any I ndian alchemical work , nor any presentation of the full range of topics covered in such 
works.14 

Let us, then, examine the contents of these three works in turn. 

THE RASARATNAKARA OF NITYANATHA SIDDHA 

The Rasaratnilkara or "Ocean of Mercury" treats of what we would call alchemy, 
medicine and magic. The colophons of its numerous manuscripts unanimously ascribe it to 
Nityanatha Siddha, the son of the goddess Parvati. Moreover, in verse 25 of the opening 
section the author declares himself unambiguously: "Whatever can be found elsewhere is 
here; what is here cannot be found elsewhere. This is an Ocean of Mercury, composed by 
Nityanatha."I> 

The author also informs us that he has cast the work into five sections (khaas): 

This discipline, beneicial and dear to aspirants, has ive sections. It gives fame to 
doctors, it is beneficial to the sick. It is of great interest to theoreticians, and it perfects 
the bodies of the old. I t makes the spells of magicians successful, causing many 
wonders. 

Mercurial success (rasasiddhi) is generated for doctors in the Rasa section, for the 
sick in the Rasendra section, for theoreticians in the Vada section, for the old in the 
Rasilyana section, and for magicians in the Mantra section.16 

An examination of the manuscripts in which this work is transmitted shows that these 
five sections are preserved, but that they are not normally all transmitted in a single codex. 
The first two sections, Rasa and Rasendra, are often found together in one codex. The next two 
sections, Vilda and Raslyana, are usually transmitted in separate codices and are rarer. The 
last section, on Mantra, is more common, and is also normally found separately; it is 
normally entitled the Siddha section in the manuscript colophons. The contents of these 
sections are as follows: 17 

A. The Rasa "Mercury" section has the following ten chapters (upadefas): 

I. Rasapi�hikl "The pedestal of mercury" 
2. Rasafodhanamlra'}am "Purifying and killing mercury" 
3. Rasamlra'}adhiklrah "On killing mercury" 
4. Rasamurcclzanildhikorah "On the swooning of mercury" 
5. Vajravaikrlntamoranodhikilra� "On killing diamond and vaikrlntal8" 
6. Abhrakamlra'}Qm "Killing mica" 
7· Sarvoparaslnlm fuddhisattvapltanam "Purifying and extracting the essences of all the 

secondary rasasl9" 
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R. Tamrafodhanasamudiyamaranam "Purifying copper and killing the aggregate [of 
other metals?]" 

9· Ktintadikit!amiranam" Killing the rust of iron etc." 
1 o. TaiLapatanadivisafodhanam "Purifying poison and the extracting of oil etc." 

B. The Rasendra "King of mercury" section has the following twenty chapters: 

I. Sarvarogasadhyisidhyasadhira�zaLaksanam The general character of all curable and 
incurable disease" 

2. Atisiracikitsl "Curing diarrhoea" 
3· Trayodafasannipitacikitsi "Curing the thirteen convergences [of the humours]" 
4· Dehafodhanavamanavirekavastinasyarasapathyipatyavidhi� "Rules about it and unfit 

food, flavours [rasa], nasal remedies, enema, purges, emetics and bodily 
puriication. 

5· Rajarogacikitsi "Curing consumption" 
6. Kasafvisahidhminivlra}am "Averting cough, asthma, and hiccups" 
7· Pin.ufobhananiviraQm "Averting jaundice and paleness [?]" 

8. Vitavyidhinivira�zam "Averting wind disease" 
g. Afmarimutrakrcchranidtinaniviranam "Averting the symptoms of bladder-stone and 

strangury" 
1 o. Sarvaku�lhanidinaniviral}am "Averting the symptoms of all skin diseases" 
11. Visarpinivira}am "Averting skin eruptions" 
12. Mehacikilsa "Curing urine [illnesses]" 
13· UdaradifuLacikilsi "Curing colics such as swollen belly" 
14· Bhagandaridigal}.aLulldiniviranam "Averting fistulas etc., and goitre, spider swell

ings [?] etc." 
15· Arfoniviral}am "Averting haemorroids" 
16. Grahal}icikitsi "Curing chronic indigestion" 

17-19· Not known at present (see bibliographical appendix I B). 

20. Vi�acikitsl "Poison remedies" 

C. The Vtida "Theory" section has the following twenty chapters: 

I. Paribhi�arasadik�idivivara}am "Explanation of initiation into mercury, its conven
tions etc." 

2. Vargasidhantidirasafodhantinlah "From preparing the categories [of substance] to the 

purifying of mercury" 
3. Vajrafodhanldidhilumiranam "From purifying diamond to killing metals" 
4. Vajrafodhanidiliraranjanam "From purifying diamond to dyeing silver" 

5. Varnotkar�anava!avivardhana� "The enhancement and augmentation of colour" 
6. Ranjanidicandrirkavedhanam "From dyeing to transmuting the sun and the moon" 
7· Drutasulaprayogah "Methods with liquid mercury" 
8. Vangasla1!lbhanididaLakaral}am "From fixing tin to making leaP' 
g. Vajrayogella hemakaral}am "Making gold by the diamond method" 

10. Pakvabijavargasadhanam "Preparing the categories [of-substances] with ripened 
seed" 
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I I. Svedanidyanuvlisanlinlasamskdranavakam "The nine operations, from sweating to 
perf'u ming [or oiling]" 

12. Gandlzakibzrazemarajalajiranam" Exhausting sulphur, mica, gold and silver" 
13. Ablzraklidisalvapiilanddyabzisekdnlam "From extracting the essence of mica etc., to 

sprinkling" 
14. Dvandvasallvidibijajdra�lam zemajiral}am zematirakara}am "From the essence of the 

couple to exhausting the seed, exhausting gold, making gold and silver" 
15. Jliranidigarbzadrival}am "Exhausting etc., and internal liquefaction [i.e. dissolving 

one substance in another e.g. mercury]" 
16. Bzuniigasallvidisiddzayogaiz svarl}akaralQm "Making gold by the successful methods 

using the essence of earthworms" 
I 7. Drutikaral}am" Liq uefaction" 
18. Drutivajraratnajira}akramel}a pi!ilvedlzaparyantam vedzavidziz "Methods of trans

muting, from liquid, diamond, gems, and exhaustion respectively, ending with 
the transmutation of stone" 

19. Dzanavardzanam "Increasing wealth" 
20. No title (On fixing mercury etc.) 

D. The Rasdyana "elixir" section has the following eight chapters: 

I. Rasamira}am "Killing mercury" 
2. Divyarasair dezasadzanam "Perfecting the body with divine rasas" 
3. Gu!ikirasiyanam "Elixirs in pill form" 
4. Nindrasiyanam" Assorted elixirs" 
5. Udvartanakefaranjanadzikdra� "On shampooing and dyeing the hair" 
6. Viryavardzanam "Augmenting potency" 
7. Viryastambzanalingavardzanam "Reinforcing potency and enlarging the penis" 
8. Sriparvatasidzanam "Rites practiced on the Sri mountain" 

E. The iddha ection has the following seven chapters with subdivisions which are given for 
reasons which will become clear below: 

I. arvavayadipativayam "From the subjugation of all creatures to the subjugation of 
one's husband" 

I.a. Sarvavafyam "Subjugating all creatures" 
I.b. Rdjavafyam "Subjugating the King" 
I.C. Strivafyam "Subjugating women" 
I.d. Lingalepanam "Anointing the penis" 
I.e. Stridrival}am "Luring women" 
I. . Pativafyam "Subjugating one's husband" 

2. Akar�a!lidistambhanam "From attraction to immobilization" 

2.a. Akarsanam "Attraction" 
2.b. Stambzanam "Immobilization" 
2 .c. Agnista(lbza�I" I mmobilizing fire" 
2.d. Jalasta(lbhanam "Immobilizing water" 
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3· MohanadigrhakleIaniv(lral}am "From bewildering to averting evils from the house" 

3.a. Mohanam "Bewildering" 
3·b. Ucca/anam "Extirpating" 
3.c. MaraQm "Killing" 
3·d. Vidvesanam "Causing dissension" 
3·e. Vyrldhikaranam "Causing illness" 
3.f. Unmattakaranam "Causing derangement" 
3.g. San.hakaraQm "Causing impotence" 
3·h. Bhagabandhanam "Sealing the vagina" 
3.1. Grhaklefanivaranam "Averting evils from the house" 

4. Kautuhalani "Conjuring tricks" 

5. Yak!il}isldhanam "Acquiring a heavenly nymph" 

6. Ajanldipadukasadhanam "From [magic] ointments to acquiring [magic] shoes" 

6.a. Ajanam "Ointment" 
6.b. Adryam "Invisibility" 
6.c. Pldukasadhanam "Acquiring [magic] shoes" 

7. Mrtasamjivanadikak!apu!i "From raising the dead to [the end o] the Loincloth [see 
below]" 

7.a. M:tasamjivallam "Raising the dead" 
7.b. Niraharam "Fasting" 
7.C. Sangopangaprakarena kak!aputi "The Loincloth [see below] in all its main and 

subsidiary parts" 

From this synopsis of contents one may see that parts A, C and D of Nityanatha's 
Rasaralllakara are concened with various chemical manipulations of mercury, mica etc., or 
alchemy in the central meaning of the word. Part B is purely medical and may well, on closer 
study, turn out to be a series of extracts from the basic Ayurvedic works such as the 
Carakasa!lhila, the SufrulaSa!lhita or the A!!angahrdayasa!lhila. A close link such as this between 
alchemy proper and medicine is characteristic of the Indian alchemical literature.2o The 
final section, E, is a collection of purely magical spells, incantations and practices. It is 
centrally concerned with the so-called Six Acts (!al kamzan), which are the basic forms of 
magical operation in Indian magic. These are normally pacification (fanii), subjugation 
(vaHkaraJa), immobilization (slambhana), extirpation (ucca!ana), sowing dissension (vidve!aQ)' 
and killing (maraa), thought lists may vary.21. 

It should be stressed at this point that section E, the Siddhakhal}.a, is transmittrd in 
independent manuscripts, but is always, to my knowledge, attributed clearly to Nityanatha 
Siddha in each of the chapter colophons, and called a part of the Rasaralnakara. Although 
usually called the Siddhakhal}.a, the name Manlrakhanda "Section on spells" sometimes 
occurs. It is referred to by this name in the Vada section,22 and in the introduction, as 
mentioned above. This name may be no more than a general term, meaning just "the section 
which deals wi th spells", rather than an alternative title. The section is also occasionally said 
to be an extract (uddhara) giving the essentials about spells (manlrasara).23 
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THE KAK�PUTA OF NAGARJL'A SIDDIIA 

The Siddha section of the Rasaralnakara is indeed an extract, as its colophons tell us. It is 
taken from the Kak!apula by 'agarjuna Siddha24 And here we see, in part, the origin of our 
ghost. For the Kaksapu!a is a work on magie in twenty chapters (pa!alas), covering precisely 
the same topics as the Siddha section of thr Rasaralnikara. The Kak!apu!a's chapters are: 

I. Manlrasiidhanam "The use of spells" 
2. Sarvavafikara}am "Subjugating all creatures" 
3. Rzjavafyarn "Subjugating the King" 
4. Slrivafyididriivaninlah "From subjugating to luring women" 
5. 'alivafyan "Subjugating one's husband" 
6. Akarsanan "Attraction" 
7. Gayidislalbhanam" I mmobilising movements etc." 
8. Senzslalbhanan" I mmobilizing armies" 
g. Mohanocci!anam "Bewildering and extirpating [enemies]" 

10. Miranan "Killing" 
I I. Vidvesa1}am "Causing dissension" 
12. Unmanikara}an" Maddening" 
13. Indrajilavidanam "How to do magic tricks" 
14. Yak!i1}isidzanam "Acquiring a heavenly nymph" 
15. Sarvijanasidzanam "Preparing all ointments" 
16. Nidzigrahanam "Finding treasure" 
17. Adrfyakaranan "Becoming invisible" 
18. Pidukisiidhanam "Acquiring [magic] shoes" 
Ig. M:lasa(ljivani "Raising the dead" 

20. Ay.h.ra[n-ir.zirajsihngopangapingakak!apulisadhanan "Overeating, fasting and the 
achievements of the Loinclolh with all its main and subsidiary parts" 

A comparison of these chapters with those of section E of the Rasaralnikara, the 
Siddhakha1}�a, immediately shows their common subject matter, and even their common 
arrangement. In fact, the likeness goes further than this. A reading of the texts reveals that 
the compiler of the Siddha section has simply gone through the Kak!apu!a and copied out 
certain verses and spells, in most cases without even changing their order. The Siddhakha1}�a 
of �ityanatha's Rasaralnzkara is an epitome of the Kak!apu!a by Nagarjuna, amounting to 
about one third of its length.25 The works have the same two introductory stanzas, and (in at 
least several manuscripts) the same last half stanza.26 Thus a reader could easily confuse the 
two works, if he did not pay careful attention to the individual chapter colophons. All the 
chapter colophons of the Kak!apu!a agree in attributing it to a Nagarjuna Siddha. If one 
believed this work to be the ith part of the Rasaralnikara, the outcome would be a 
non-existent Rasaralnikara by Jagarjuna. 

The matter does not, however, cnd here. Ray, being a scrupulous scholar, was not 
content just to name the work which he considered of such importance. He gave us fifteen 
pages of extracts in Sanskrit, with translation27 The passages he exhibits, which do not 
appear in either of the two works we have examined above, present some difficulties. First, 
they are not continuous: there are lacunae, marked by asterisks. It is no.t clear whether these 
are gaps in Ray's manuscript or passages Ray has himself omitted as being of no interest. 
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Secondly, the passages attribute themselves o no less than three different works. There is a 
colophon claiming to be the end of chapter 2 of the Rasaratnakara of Nagarjuna.28 A few pages 
later, another passage states that the author, who is not named, will declare the Kak�ipu!a 

(sic).29 Finally, there is a seetion on alchemical apparatus called the Rasendramangalani 
yantravidhi�, an ungrammatieal phrase meaning roughly "how to use apparatus according to 
(or mentioned in) the Rasendrammigala"30 This section, and the whole text quoted by Ray, 
ends with the statement, "Here ends the Rasendramangala "31 

That Ray was not una ware of these dilicul ties is clear from some of the footnotes to his 
translation. Given that the references in his manuscript to the Kak�apu!a and the 
Rasendramangala are unclear, Ray was perhaps justified in following the chapter colophon, 
whieh at least offered a reasonably definite statement of title and authorship. It is simply bad 
luck that the only manuscript to which Ray had access was corrupt. For although none of 
Ray's passages occur in the Kaksapu!a, and no Rasaratnakara by Nagarjuna is traceable, there 
is a rare alchemical work called the Rasendramangala, and all Ray's passages occur in it word 
for word.32 

THE RASENDRAMANGALA OF NAGARJUNA SIDDHA 

Explicit notice of the Rasendramangala was irst given by Cordier in an important paper 
presented to the Congress of Orientalists at Hanoi in 1902 and printed in Le Museon the next 
year.33 In this paper Cordier draws attention to the confusion with Ray's so-called 
Rasaratnakara, without actually solving the problem, and continues with several valuable 
remarks on the text: 

Le Rasendramarigala de Siddha Nagarjuna, comprenant 8 adhikaras, desquels nous 
ne possedons que les 4 premiers, aecompagnes d'une �ippaJi anonyme, se confond 
avec le Rasaratnakara recemment utilise par le Prof. P. C. Ray pour son Histoire de 
la chimie indienne, d'apres une copie mutilee de la Bibliotheque de Jammu. Notre 
Ms., le second connu, est a la fois plus correct et mieux conserve: le chapitre 4 merite 
tout speeialement d'attirer l'attention, car, entre autres circonstances inedites, il 
nous montre Nagarjuna le Siddha, sur la montagne Qri Qaila (ou Qriparvata: 
Wassilief, Bouddh., p. 203, 326), exposant les doctrines alchimiques a 50 
personnages, au nombre desquels il nomme Ratnagh6�a et Qurasena (Cf. 
Rasaratnasamuccaya),-evoquant a I'aide des formules traditionnelles une 
Va�ayak�iJi,-s'entretenant enin avec le roi Qalivahana, qui declare sacrifier au 
grand art "son or, ses joyaux, ses tresors, sa propre person ne, et son epouse royale, 
Madasundari" . 

Plus loin est relatee la legende de MaJ9avya, qui reussit a preparer de l'or au 
moyen de euivre rouge, de fer, de plomb, et de cuivre jaune,-et par qui Va�i��a est 
mis au courant des manipulations metallurgiques; apres un compte-rendu abrege du 
�astra intitule Va�istamaJ9avya et du traite de Markangeya, I'adhikara se termine 
sous la forme d'une dialogue entre Nagarjuna et Ratnagh6�a. Il est done evident que 
la patenite du Rasendramaigala ne peut ctre raisonnablement octroyee a 
Nagarjuna lui-meme; l'oeuvre, dont le samskarta est encore ignore, ofre une allure 
franchement bouddhique ("maitrlkaruJa'pCksa sarvasattve�u"; "u�t:Jl�arak�abalil� 
. .. " etc.), et mentionne le docteur Nagabuddhi (V. RasaratnasaO, et Wassilieff, loco 
eit.).-Si I'on veut bien se souvenir que le tantra denomme Subahuparip�cchasutra, 
analyse par Wassilief (p. 19-199), comprend dans les huit siddhis, la formation de 
l'or et la transmutation de la terre en or,-et qu'une traduction chi noise de ce texte 
fut executee entre 265 el3 16 A.D. (Nanjio. col. 25, No, 49),°il faudra confesser que les 
origines et le developpement de l'alchimie indienne remontent sans conteste 
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beaucoup plus haut qu'on l'admettait gcncralement avant la publication du travail 
de P. C. Ray 34 

Cordier says that Ray's manuscript comes fromJammu, and this is conirmed in a brief 
passage where Ray says: 

Of this last work [the Rasaratnakara by Nagarjuna] we have been able to obtain as yet 
only a fragment from the Ka�mir Library . . . .  35 

The context makes it plain that Ray is referring to the Raghunatha Temple Library in 
Jammu. And in Stein's catalogue of this library wc do indeed find a work called the 
Rasaratnakara by Nagarjuna.36 This is almost certainly the manuscript Ray found, and in 
choosing what to call the text he had found he would certainly have been influenced by 
Stein's choice.37 

Cordier's manuscript of the work is now in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. It is a 
copy made in 1899 by the scribe Purohita D1nanatha of an original in the king's library in 
Vikramapura. There are several Vikramapuras, but this reference is probably to the modern 
Blkfmer.38 Further manuscripts have come to light in recent times in libraries in Bombay 
and Ahmedabad. One dates from 1680.39 Another, which includes a commentary, was 
copied by the scribe Sukharama, son of Kherarama at Hamirapura in 1780.40 A third, like 
the Paris manuscript, contains only four chapters; it also includes a commentary which is 
attributed in the colophon to one Govindacandra.41 

Having now established that the important early work by Nagarjuna to which Ray drew 
attention was in fact the Rasendramangala, let us look again at the opening verses of the 
Rasaratnakara where previous authorities are cited. Nityanatha Siddha says: ' 

I have studied what was said of old by Sambhu in the Rasanaua, which deals with 
rasa; what was stated by Nagarjuna for the good of the sick, and in praise of rasa, in 
the Dlpikarasamangala; what was said by Carpa�i Siddha in the Suargauaidyakapalika, 
and in many other treatises and traditions about alchemy, in Vagbha�a's system and 
in Susruta's oceanic medical work. I have rejected whatever is impossible and 
whatever medicines are unobtainable, and I have extracted the essentials.42 

Several of the works Nityanatha mentions here are well known: the Rasar}aua was 
critically edited by Ray himself, and the treatises ofVagbha�a and Susruta are famous. The 
Suargauaidyakapalika by Carpa�i Siddha is nowhere listed or known, although Carpa�i's name 
is ubiquitous in Indian alchemical literature as that of an ancient authority. With the 
knowledge we have now gained concerning Nagarjuna's alchemical work, we can conjecture 
that the expression Dlpika-rasammigala refers to the Rasendramangala.43 Thus wc see that 
Nagarjuna's Rasendramangala was an important and acknowledged source for Nityanatha's 
Rasaratnakara. 

The Paris and, with minor differences, Bombay manuscripts of the Rasendramangala have 
the following four chapters: 

I. Rasoparasafodha1adhikara� "On purifying rasa and the secondary rasas" 
2. Vajramara}asatuapatana-abhrakadidrutidraua}alohamararldhikaral "On killing dia

mond, extracting essences, liquefaction of mica etc., and killing metals" 
3. Bhasmasiitaka� "Calcining mercury" 
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4. Gutikiisatvadrutjalzlkimiiranidirasabandhanam "Binding rasa, the killing etc. of 
leeches, and liquefying the essences of pills" 

The text itself says in its introductory stanzas that the work as a whole has eight 
chapters.44 They are listed as: 

I. Rasoparasalohasadhanam "Perfecting rasa and the secondary rasas" 

2. Vajramiira}adhitudrivanam "Killing diamond and liquefying metals" 
3. Rasabandlwnam "Binding rasa" 
4. Gu!ikiividhi� "Methods with pills" 
5. Vitidisarvarogacikitsii "The curing of all illnesses such as [those caused by] wind" 
6. Citragandhayuktyidyaiijanam "Ointments and the preparation of variegated per

fumes" 
7. Vi�atantram "The sys ten of poisons" 
8. Gana� "The list [of alchemical substances]" 

Although these chapter titles give the impression of being solely about alchemy and 
medicine, there is, as Cordier pointed out, much of historical interest in this work and many 
ancient authorities are cited as interlocutors. The work is of particular importance for the 
synchronism it gives for the lives ofNagarjuna and the Salivahana king, whether or not this 
is ultimately valid, and for its mention of the goddess Prajnaparamita appearing to 

Nagarjuna. The author of the Rasendramangala may also be a strong candidate for the 
Nagarjuna mentioned by Al Biruni fl. 973-1048) as a resident at fort Daihak, near 
Somanatha, in the tenth century.45 However, all these questions and furtler fruitful study of 
this work must await the critical edition and reconstruction of the whole text. In a sense we 
have come full circle, and may feel again the excitement Ray expressed on discovering the 
work. 

NOTES 

I. "The problem does not difer in kind from that of deciphering the dead terminology of ancient technology, for 

instance, or semantics ... onc begins from a basic familiarity with classical Chinese [or Sanskrit] and reads the 

sources of one period or school together closely and repeatedly, each time beginning from a new level of 

understanding, until their content has fallen into place". Nathan Sivin, Chinese Alchemy: Preliminary Studies, 

Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968, p. 12. Quoted by WaIter, The role of alchemy, p. 7 (see note 4 

below). 

2. Figures estimatcd from Theodor Aufrecht's Catalogues catalogorum, an alphabetical register of Sanskrit works and 

authors, 3 volumes, Lcipzig: Brockhaus, 1891-1903, and Prana Natha and Jitendra Bimala Chaudhuri's 

Catalogue of the library of the India O/ice, volume 11, 4 parts, London: HMSO, 1938-1957. 

3· Praphulla Chandra Ray, A history of Hindu chemistry from the earliest times to the middle of the sixteenth centuy A .D., 
with Sanskrit texts, variants, translation and illustrations, 2 vols., 2nd cd., London: Williams and Norgate, 1907, 1909. 

P. Ray, History of chemistry in ancient and mediaeval India, incorporating the History of Hindu chemisty by Acharya Praulla 

Chandra Riiy, Calcutta: Indian Chemical Society, 1956. I have normally referred to the earlier work, since the 

revised edition has lost most of thc detailed refcrences to Sanskrit literature and footnote matcrials. Reference 

to Ray means P.C. Ray. 

4· For example: Edward Todd Fenner, Rasayana siddhi: medicine and alchemy in the Buddhist tantrns, University of 

Wisconsin, Ph.D., 1979, consulted in a facsimile print, London: University Microilms International, 1982; 

Michael . Waiter, The role of alchemy and medicine in Indo- Tibetan tantrism, Indiana University, Ph. D., 1980, 

consulted in a facsimile print, London: University Microfilms Intenational, 1980. 
�. P. C. Ray, ibid., vol. I, p. liv. 
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6. P. C. Ray, op. cit., vol. II, pp. i-xxxvii. See also vol. I, pp. xcii-xcv. In this essay I shall not discuss any oflhe 

questions concening the identity of Nagarjuna. For recent outlines of the issues and bibliographies sec David 
Seyfort Ruegg, The literature of the Madhyamaka school of philosopy in India, vol. VII, fasc. I, of A history of Indian 
literature, edited by Jan Gonda, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1981, pp. I fr., 104fr., and Joseph Necdham, Ho 
Ping-Vii and Lu Gwei-Djen, Science and ciuili.ation in China, vo!. 5, pI. I l l ,  Cambridge: C.U.P., 1976, pp. 
161-164. 

7· 

8. 
9· 

10. 

11. 

Ibid., vol. II, pp. xxxviii f. Cf. Ibid., vol. I, p. lxxxiv, and Fenner, op. cit., pp. 11-13. 

P. Ray, op. cit., pp. 116-118. 

Ibid., p. 118. 

P. C. Ray, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 1-9, texts pp. 3-1]; P. Ray, op. cit., pp. 129-134,311-320. 

Amongst those who have stressed the importance of a Rasaratrikara by Nagarjuna are: George Sanon, 
Introduction to the history of science, vol. I, Baltimore: Carnegie Institution, 1927, p. 316; G. P. Srivastava, History of 
Indian pharmacy ... volume I, 2 ed., Calcutta: Pindars, 1954, p. 89; Jean Filliozat, The classical doctrine of Indian 
medicine, Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1964, pp. 12f., and Yogasataka . .. , Pondichery: I nstitut Fran�ais, 

1979, pp. viii, xiii; O. P. Jaggi, Scientists of ancieltlndia and their achievements, Delhi: Atma Ram, 1966, pp. 188f., 
and Histoy of science technoloy and medicine in India, vol. V, Yogic and Tantric medicine, 2 cd., Delhi: Atma Ram, 
1979, pp. 139.; Arun Kumar Biswas, Science in India, Calcutta: K. L. Mukhopadhyay, 1969, p. 14; D. M. Bose, 

S. N. Sen and B. V. Subbarayappa, A concise history of science in India, Delhi: I.N .S.A., 1971, p. 314; Maurice 

Winternitz, A history of Indian literature, 2 cd., Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1972, vol. II, p. 343; P. 

Kutumbiah, "The Siddha and Rasa Siddha schools of Indian medicine", Indian). Hist. Med., 18, 1973, pp. 28, 
32; Girindranath Mukhopadhyaya, History of Indian medicine, 2 ed., Delhi: Oriental Books Repr. Corp., 1974, 
pp. 825ff.; K. R. Srikanta Murthy, "Alchemy in India through the ages", Nagarjun vol. XXI, no. II,July 1978, 

p. 16; Mircea Eliade, TheJorge and the crucible, 2 ed., Chicago, London: Univ. of Chicago, 1978, pp. 132, 134; A. 

Rahman et aI., Science and technology in medieuallndia-a bibliography of source materials in Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian, 
Delhi: I.N.S.A., 1982, p. 450 (but see p. 153). The Rasaratnakara is cited as "probably the oldest surviving 
Sanskrit alchemical book" in Needham et aI., op. cit., p. 161. 

12. I am not the irst to have encountered this dificulty. See Fenner, op. cit., pp. lO-I 09, who describes how he had 
hoped to base his Ph.D. work on the Rasaratnakara by Nagarjuna, because of the emphasis laid upon this text by 

Ray, but after a long and frustrating search he was unable to ind the work. 

13. There are some printed vulgates of parts of these works but they are very hard to find and textually unreliable. 
See bibliographical appendix. 

14· Ray gave only small extracts from the texts he discussed. The more recent work of Mira Roy and B. V. 
Subbarayappa, Rasanavakalpa (maniold powers of the ocean of rasa), lext edited and lranslated into English, New Delhi: 

Indian National Science Academy, 1975, is also seriously nawed in that it systematically excludes all 
passages-both in Sanskrit and English-which do not fit with the editors' idea of the contents proper to an 
alchemical work. See, for attempted justiication, preface, para. 3. For further critique see Fenner, op. cit. , p. 15. 

Bhudeb Mookcrji's Sanskrit compilation The Rasajala-nidhi, or ocean of Indian chemistry and alchemy, 5 vols., 

Calcutta: The author, 1926-38, translated by its author, is more representative of the spectrum of Indian 
alchemical concerns, but even this work, written in the twentieth century, is strongly apologetic and excludes 

... much of the religious and magical material present in most ancient and mediaeval Indian alchemical texts. 

However, it is quite wrong of Eliade to characterize it as worthless: see Mircea Eliade, Yoga, immortaliy and 
frudom, translated from the French by Willard Trask, 2 ed., Princeton University Press: Princeton, 1970, p. 

416. 
.. 15. yad anyatra tad atrasti yad atrasti na tat kuacit / 

rasaratnakarah so)ar.n nityanathella lIinitah / / 25 / / 
- p. 5 of 1909 ed. See bibliographical appendix lA. 

16. uaidyanam yasase 'rthaya uyadhitanam hitaya ca 
uadinam kautukarlhiya urddhinam dehasiddhayc / / 3 / / 
manlrinal.n mantrasiddhyartham viuidhaicaT)'akaranam / 
palcakhaldam idal sastram sidhakanam hilam pryam / / 4 / / 
rasakhande lu uaidyanam uyadhitinam rasendrakt 
uadina';' �adakhnne ca 'urddhanam c� rasiyane / / 5 / / 
mantrir!am mantrakhande ca rasasiddhih praja}'ate 
- p. 2 of 1909 ed. See bibliographical appendix lA. 
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17. There is some Ouctuation in the manuscripts and editions. The titles given arc normalized "crsions, without 
being critical editions of the chapter colophons. The term rasa " essence " means many things in the alchemical 
context, in particular, of course, "mercury". It is left un translated here when it may mean the "essence" of some 
other substance as well as " mercury". Many assumptions and decisions have to be made even in so apparently 
simple a task as translating these titles. The reader is warned not to draw too many conclusions from these 
translations. There is no escaping the necessity of reading the text as a whole and inwardly digesting its total 

content. 

t8. The identity ofvaikranla is not certain: see P. C. Ray. op. cit., vol. I, pp. t36f., and Richard Carbe, Die Indischtn 
Mineralien, ihre Namen und die ihnen zugeschrieben Krajte: Narahari's Raganighantu varga XIII, Sanskrit und Deulsch . . 
Leipzig: Hirzel, 1882, pp. 89f. 

19. The secondary rasas (uparasas) are a group of substances which share one or other of the properties of mercury. 
See, e.g. Mookerji, op. cil., vol. 11, p. 3. For an enumeration of the basic eight see Rasirnava. ed. P. C. Ray, 
Calcutta: Asiatic society of Bengal, 1908- t 91 0, p. 108, verse 56. 

20. In Indian alchemy, medical and religious concerns equal, and sometimes outweigh, interest in the 
transmutation of base metals or the metallurgy of mercury. Indeed, it is interesting to note that mercury does 

not seem to occur naturally in the Indian subcontinent in signiicant quantities. Sec, e.g .• Ceorge Watt, The 
commercial producls of India, London: John Murray, Ig08; Joseph E. Schwartzberg (cd.), A hislorical atlas ofSoulh 
Asia, Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1978, p. 130. 

2 I. This subject has been excellently studied by Teun Coudriaan in his Mayi divine and human, a sludy of magic and ils 
religious foundalions in Sanskril lexls . . . . Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1978, chapter 6, pp. 251-412. 

22. In verse 139 of chapter 19 (sce bibliographical appendix lC). 

23. On this title as a typical tantric colophon sec Teun Coudriaan, and Sanjukta Cupta, Hindu lanlric and sakla 
lileralure, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1981, p. 24. 

24. On the Kahapula see Coudriaan and Cupta, op. cil., pp. t 17f. The title means " Loincloth " or "Jockstrap". The 

reason for this name is opaque to these authors and to me. 

25. This estimate is based on the relative length of two manuscripts in the Wellcome collection, 07(i) and 68 which 
are by the same scribe. 

26. The irst stanza is. 

yah sanlah paramalaya� parasivah kazkalakilanlako 
dhyanalila anadiniyanicayah sazkalpasazkocakah / 
abhasantarabhasakah samarasah sarvalmani bodhakah . . 
so 'yal sarma dadilu nityajagali!l vidyadisiddhyaslakam / / 
- 1915 edition, p. 264. See bibliographical appendix 2. 

27· Ray gives verses 1-6, 9-14, 23-25, 25a-38, 50-52, 54, 55, 1,4, 30-32, 62-65, 84-86, then 30 unnumbered 
verses. See note 10 above for references. 

28. P. C. Ray, op. cil.,vol . 11, texts p. 10: ili nigarjunaviracile rasaralnakare vajra ... miranadhikaro nama dvitiyah / 
29. Ibid., texts, p. 12: praJipatya sarbbabuddhan (sadbodhtin) sakaladosanirmuktan / vakve sarbbahitirtham kaksipulam 

sarbbasidhikaram / 
30. Ibid., texts, p. 15. 
31. Ibid., texts, p. IT ili rasendramazgala'!l samaptam / 

Important footnotes and asides to this section of P. C. Ray's work have been omitIed in P. Ray's revision. See 
especially P. C. Ray, op. cil., vol. 11, p. 6, where he refers to the Kahapula and p. 9 where he refers to the 

Rasendramazgala. Both references are brief and inconclusive. 
32. This statement is based on a line-by-line comparison of Ray's text quotations and the Paris manuscript of 

Nagarjuna's Rasendramangala (sce bibliographical appendix 3). 
33. Palmyr Cordier, "Recentes deeouvertes de MSS: medicaux sanskrits dans I')nde (1898-1902). Memoire 

presente au Congres des orientalistes de Hano'; (lg02)", Le Museon, 1903, N .S . •  , pp. 321-352. This paper 

contains much that is still of importance. 

34· Cordier, op. cit., pp. 347f. 
35. P. C. Ray, op. cil., vol. I, p. Ixxxiv. This crucial information was excised from P. Ray's revised edition. 

36. Marc Aurel Stein, Catalogue of the Sallskrit manuscripls in the Raghullatha lemple library of his highnm the Maharaja of 
Jammu and Kashmir, Bombay etc.: Nir,aya-Sagara Press etc., 1894, p. 187, no. 3153 (serial no. 3536). 

37. Judging from Ray'S extracts and Cordier's comments I would guess that tile Jammu manuscript may be a 
mixture of leaves from more than one work. 
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38. The catalogue or the Anup Sanskrit Library in Bikancr does list a copy or the Rascndramarigala and this would 

seem to be the examplar orCordier's copy. See the Catalogue of the Anup Sanskrit LibraJ)' (housed in the Bikaner Fort1, 
prepared byC. Kunhan Raja and K. vladhava KrishnaSarma, Fasciculus IV, Bikancr: (Govt. Press), 1948, p. 
328, no. 4281. 

39. Sce the Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakrit manuscripts, Muniraja Sri Punyavijayaji's col/ectioll. 3v., Ahmcdabad: L. D. 
Institute, 1963-1968, no. 6498. 

40. Sec the Catalogue of Sanskrit and Prakit manuscripts, Ac. Vijayasevasuri's and Ae. Ksantisuri's collections, part 5, 
Ahmedabad: L.O. Institute, 1968, no. 1258. 

'. 41. See Hari Oamodar Velankar ( compiler), A descriptive catalogue ofSamskrta and Prakrta manuscripts in the library of the 

.. 

Bombay branch of the Royal Asiatic Socie�v, vols, Ill-IV, Jain and vernacular literature, appendix B, Bombay : 

B.B.R.A.S., 1930, p. 494. 

42. yad uktam Iambhuni purva!! rasakhande rasimave / 
rasasya vandanarthe ca dipikarasamangale / / 16 / / 
vyadhitana!! hitarthaya proktam nagaljuntna yat / 
uktam carpatisiddhena svargavaidyakapalike / / 17 / / 
anekarasaIastre!u samhilasv agamesu ca / 
yad uktam vagbhate tantre suIrute vai.vasagare / / 18 / / 
anyaiI ca bahubhi� siddhair yad uktam ca vilokya tal/ 
tatra yad yad aslidhya!! syid yad yad durlabham ausadham / / 19 / / 
tat tat sarvam paritya»a sarabhuta!! samuddhrtam / 
- p. 4 or 1909 ed. See bibliographical appendix lA. These verses were translated by Ray, op. cit., vol. 11, p. lxii, 

but not having clearly identiied the Rasendramailgala as Nagarjuna 's work, he was unable to use this 

inrormation to clariry his translation. 

43. Or perhaps two works: a Ras(wdrJamangala and a Dipik,i' 
44. rasoparasalohinam rasadau sadhanam tatah / 

vajridau mirana!! vaks(y le dravanam sarvadhatusu / 3 / 
trtiye rasabandham ca caturthe gutikividhih / 
vatadau sarvaroge!u cikitsa panca[me] <dhi> mata / 4/ 
citram gandhayuktyadi aijanam sasthame [' pi]<su> ca / 
saptame visatantram ca a!tama!! ganasaijriakam / 5 / 
-Paris manuscript, verses 3-5. See bibliographical appendix 3. 

45. "A ramous representative or this art [alchemy] was Nagarjuna, a native or rort Oaihak, near Somanath. He 

excelled in it, and composed a book which contains the substance orthe whole literature on this subject, and is 

very rare. He lived nearly a hundred years berore our time".-rrom Edward C. Sachau (tL), Alberuni's India, 2 

vols. , London: Trubner, 1888, vol. I, p. J 89. N. B. Oaihak, near Somanath, is not identified. (Caveat lector: rasa 
does not mean "gold".) 

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ApPENDIX 

The sources on which the above textual analysis is based are: 

I. Rasaratnakara by Nityanatha Siddha 

A. Rasakhanda 

Manuscript: 
London, WIHM �359. Leaves 1-116: paper; 14 x 28 cm.-Covers rasakha,!da, 

upadesas 1-10 and rasendrakha,!�a, upadesas 1-15, beginning of 16.-Devanagari 
script. 

Edition: 
Salagrama Vaisya (ed.), Siddhaniyanathapra�zita� Rasaratnakara� (samastarasagranthana?l 

firobhl1�anam ... bha�a Ikauibhli�itah, Bombay: Srivenka�esvara Steam Press, IgOg, 
pp.I-ll. 

This is a vulgate edition. After the Rasakhanda ends on p. 88; the text departs 
completely from any of the manuscripts of the Rasaralnakara that I have examined. It 
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resemples, and may follow: Jivinanda Vidyisigara Bhat��carya (ed.), Rascndracintama}i� 
. .. SriRamacendrcQ sa(lkalita� tatha Rasaratnakara� SriNityananda- siddhantaviracita� 
... , Calcutta: The editor, 1878. 
B. Rasendrakhanda 
Manuscript: 

London, WIHM �359. See lA above for description. 
This manuscript breaks off after ch. 15. The title of ch. 20 is taken from the colophon 

quoted by Klaus L. J anert and N. Narasimhan Poti, lndische und Ncpalischc Handscriften, 
volume 2, part 2, of the Vcr.cichnis der Orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland, ed. by 
Wolfgant Voigt, Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1970, no. 953. 
Edition: 

The Bombay edition referred to by Y. T. Acarya (op. cit. below, introduction) was not 
available to TIe. The 1874 Calcutta edition of this and the previous section referred to by 
J. Kalidasa Sastrin (op. cit. below, p. 3) is probably the 1878 edition by J. V. BhaHicarya 
referred to above. 
C. Vidakhanda 
Edition: 

Jivarama �alidasa Sistrin (ed.) Sri ParvatiputraNiyanathasiddhaviracita-
Rasaratnakara(ltargatas caturtho [sic] �ddhikha}�ah-Vidikhana�, Gondala: Rasasili 
Au�adhisrama, 1940. 
D. Rasayanakha}�a 
Edition: 

Trivikrama Yidavasarman Acirya (ed.), SriNityanathasiddhaviracito Rasaratnakarantar
gatas caturtho Rasayanakha}�a�, Bombay: The editor, 1913. 
E. Siddhakhanda 
Manuscripts: 

London, WIHM x423 (xii). Leaves 23 v-26 v: paper; gu�ika 22 X 16 cm.-Covers 
siddhakha�Ia, ch. I and start of ch. 2 only. -Devanigari script. 

London, WIHM x862 iv). Leaves 23 v-66: paper; gu�iki 22 X 16 cm.-Covers 
siddhakha�Ia, chs. 1-7.-Sirada script. 

London, WIHM 07 (i). Leaves 1-25 r: Paper; 9 X 31 cm.-Covers siddhakha�Ia, chs. 
1-7.-Nepali script. 
Edition: 

The edition by Jivarima Kilidasa Sistrin (see op. cit., p. 4) was not available to me. 

2. Kak�apu?a 
Manuscripts: 

London, WIHM x899. Leaves [i-iv], 1-70, [i-iv]: machine-made paper; II X 
24 cm.-Covers pa�alas 1-10 and part of II. -Devanigari script. 

London, WIHM x900. Leaves 1-49,63-74: paper; 13 X 25 cm.-Covers pa�alas 1-11, 
II a, 1--20.-Devanigari script. 

London, WIHM �363. Leaves I, l a-69, 69a-86, 88-93: paper; 10 X 27 cm.-Covers 
pa�alas 1=�Q .. :Deva..agari script with Nepali/Bengili features. 

London, WIHM M. Leaves I-52, 52a-60, 62-80: paper; 9 X 31 cm.-Covers pa�alas 
1-20. -Nepili script. 

Edition: 
Asubodha Vidyabhu�al!a Bha��icirya and Nityabodha Vidyiratna Bha��carya 
(eds.), lndrajalavidyasangraha Tatra (lndrajalafastram + Kamaratnam + Dattatreyatantram 
+ $a?karmmadipiki + Siddhanagarjunakak�apu!am.), 3 ed.,· Kalikiti [Calcu tta]: The 
editors, 1915. 

, 
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3. Rasendramangala by Nagarjuna 

Manuscript: 
Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, fonds Sanscrit, no. 1222. Leaves 1-39: paper; 15 X 

32 cm.-Covers chs. 1-4; leaves 3-39 have a �ippal!a.-Devanagari script. 

Edition: A 

Atrideva Vidyalarikara, in his Ayurveda kd b!hat itihasp, Varal!asi, 1960, p. 400, says that 
an edition of Rasendramangala by Jivarama Kalidasa Sastrin was published in G0l!�ala in 
1924. This was not available to me, but Pushpendra Kumar, in his Nagajuna's 
Yogaratnamala, Delhi: Nag, 1980, p. 20, says that this is "the same as Rasaratnakara. It is 
different only in name. Either by the oversight of the scribe or by the author Nagarjuna 
another appellation has been appended to this treatise". It is, as ever, not clear which text 
is meant by Rasaratnakara; cf. note II above. 
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